Aqueous-phase photooxidation of levoglucosan – a mechanistic study using aerosol time-of-flight chemical ionization mass spectrometry (Aerosol ToF-CIMS)
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Abstract. Levoglucosan (LG) is a widely employed tracer for biomass burning (BB). Recent studies have shown that LG can react rapidly with hydroxyl (OH) radicals in the aqueous phase despite many mass balance receptor models assuming it to be inert during atmospheric transport. In the current study, aqueous-phase photooxidation of LG by OH radicals was performed in the laboratory. The reaction kinetics and products were monitored by aerosol time-of-flight chemical ionization mass spectrometry (Aerosol ToF-CIMS). Approximately 50 reaction products were detected by the Aerosol ToF-CIMS during the photooxidation experiments, representing one of the most detailed product studies yet performed. By following the evolution of mass defects of product peaks, unique trends of adding oxygen (+O) and removing hydrogen (−2H) were observed among the products detected, providing useful information for determining potential reaction mechanisms and sequences. Additionally, bond-scission reactions take place, leading to reaction intermediates with lower carbon numbers. We introduce a data analysis framework where the average oxidation state (OSc) is plotted against a novel molecular property: double-bond-equivalence-to-carbon ratio (DBE/#C). The trajectory of LG photooxidation on this plot suggests formation of polycarbonyl intermediates and their subsequent conversion to carboxylic acids as a general reaction trend. We also determined the rate constant of LG with OH radicals at room temperature to be $1.08 \pm 0.16 \times 10^9$ M$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$. By coupling an aerosol mass spectrometer (AMS) to the system, we observed a rapid decay of the mass fraction of organic signals at mass-to-charge ratio 60 ($f_{60}$), corresponding closely to the LG decay monitored by the Aerosol ToF-CIMS. The trajectory of LG photooxidation on a $f_{44}$–$f_{60}$ correlation plot matched closely to literature field measurement data. This implies that aqueous-phase photooxidation might be partially contributing to aging of BB particles in the ambient atmosphere.

1 Introduction

Biomass burning (BB) is a major source of atmospheric particles and volatile organic compounds (VOCs). Directly emitted VOCs and primary organic aerosol (POA) are subject to subsequent atmospheric processing, leading to formation of secondary organic aerosol (SOA) (Jimenez et al., 2009). Reliable and quantitative apportionment is required to understand the effects of BB on air quality and climate. Apportionment of BB is commonly done using chemical tracers (Simoneit, 2002). Levoglucosan (LG) is a widely used particle-phase molecular tracer of BB (Simoneit et al., 1999), due to its source-specificity and abundance in BB aerosol.

Traditionally, LG has been considered to be highly stable in the atmosphere (Fraser and Lakshmanan, 2000; Simoneit et al., 2004). Stability is an important requirement for a molecular tracer as it is a major assumption made in chemical mass balance receptor models commonly employed for source apportionment (Schauer et al., 1996; Robinson et al., 2006). However, studies from the past decade have shown that LG is subject to atmospheric loss. For example, the particulate concentration of LG relative to other BB tracers is lower in the summer than in the winter, implying an enhanced photooxidative decay (Saarikoski et al., 2008; Mochida et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2010). Measurements using aerosol mass spectrometry (AMS) have also
demonstrated that the decay of BB organic aerosol signature both in the field and laboratory experiments is accompanied by a decrease in \( m/\ell \) 60 and an increase in \( m/\ell \) 44 (Grieshop et al., 2009; Hennigan et al., 2010; Cubison et al., 2011; Ortega et al., 2013).

The decay of LG can be explained by several pathways. Heterogeneous oxidation of LG by gas-phase oxidants has been studied in the laboratory (Kessler et al., 2010; Hennigan et al., 2010; Knopf et al., 2011), where it has been demonstrated that particle-phase LG can be oxidized by hydroxyl (OH) radicals efficiently, leading to LG lifetimes on the order of days. More recently, gas-phase oxidation has also been proposed to contribute to LG loss (May et al., 2012). A small fraction of particle-phase LG can volatilize into the gas phase where it is oxidized efficiently. A third explanation for the observed LG decay is reactive loss in the aqueous phase, such as cloud water or aqueous aerosol particles. Studies from the past decade have revealed the atmospheric aqueous phase as an important reaction medium where organic compounds can be processed, leading to formation and aging of SOA (Blando and Turpin, 2000; Ervens et al., 2011). BB particles can be hygroscopic, depending on their size and inorganic composition (Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007; Petters et al., 2009); therefore, a highly functionalized and water soluble organic species, such as LG, can be subject to aqueous-phase processing. Two laboratory studies have investigated the kinetics of aqueous-phase OH oxidation of LG (Hoffmann et al., 2010; Teraji and Arakaki, 2010), finding that OH is the main sink for LG in the tropospheric aqueous phase with lifetimes on the order of hours. By contrast, little is known of the aqueous-phase reaction mechanism of LG. The only studies are those of Holmes and Petrucci who investigated acid-catalyzed and OH-induced oligomerization (Holmes and Petrucci, 2006, 2007) and a recent theoretical study of possible reaction pathways (Bai et al., 2013).

The primary objective of this work is to provide a detailed mechanistic understanding of this oxidation chemistry, which is needed to incorporate LG photooxidation into cloud water models and to obtain more insight into the atmospheric processing of BB particles. Additionally, we revisit the reaction kinetics with OH radicals under conditions relevant to cloud water processing. aerosol time-of-flight chemical ionization mass spectrometry (Aerosol ToF-CIMS) is employed to directly monitor LG and its reaction products in real time, after aerosolization of the reaction solution. The high mass resolution of the Aerosol ToF-CIMS enables unambiguous determination of product elemental composition, and sheds light on fundamental aspects of aqueous-phase photooxidation. We also demonstrate a novel analysis method, utilizing oxidation state (Os.) and double bond equivalence (DBE), to obtain functional group information. To relate our results to previous field studies of BB aerosol, an AMS is employed to connect the chemistry to changes in the AMS signals at \( m/\ell \) 60 and 44.

### 2 Experimental methods

#### 2.1 Solution preparation and photooxidation

A solution of LG (1 mM) was prepared weekly by dissolving a commercial source (Sigma Aldrich, 99 %) in Milli-Q water (18 MΩ-cm; total organic carbon (TOC) ≤ 2 ppb; ELGA-PURELAB Flex). The reaction solution was prepared prior to each experiment by further diluting the stock solution in a Pyrex bottle to a volume of either 1 L (for the mechanistic study) or 100 mL (for the kinetic study) with a LG concentration of 10 µM for the mechanistic experiments or 30 µM for the kinetic experiments. \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) (Sigma Aldrich, ≥ 30%, TraceSELECT) was added to the solution as the precursor of hydroxyl (OH) radicals upon irradiation. The concentration of \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) was typically 1 mM, unless mentioned otherwise. The reaction solution was placed in a cylindrical photoreactor (Radionex, RMR-200) which supplies UVB radiation from all sides, but not from the top or bottom. The solution was constantly stirred by a magnetic stir bar, with a fan employed to minimize solution heating. The solution temperature during photooxidation was approximately 301 K. A series of control experiments was performed to confirm that LG was not directly photolyzed under UVB light. A small amount of LG reacted upon \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) addition in the dark which did not affect the results.

#### 2.2 Aerosol ToF-CIMS

The experimental apparatus is illustrated in Fig. 1. During photooxidation, the solution was constantly atomized by a constant output atomizer (TSI, model 3076), using compressed air (BOC Linde, Grade 0.1) as the carrier gas. The particle flow was introduced through Siltek-coated stainless steel tubing (1/4 in. diameter, 70 cm long, VWR) heated to 100 or 150°C. Organic species in the aqueous droplets evaporated in the heated line and were detected by a chemical ionization mass spectrometer (CIMS). Volatilization of organic aerosol component for online detection was first conducted by Hoffmann et al. (1998). Later, Smith and
coworkers (Hearn and Smith, 2004) coupled a heated line to a CIMS instrument and for the first time referred this system as an Aerosol CIMS. Since then, Aerosol CIMS has been employed to investigate aqueous-phase organic chemistry (Sareen et al., 2010; Zhao et al., 2012; Aljawhary et al., 2013). The strength of Aerosol CIMS lies in the fast time response, enabling in situ monitoring of aqueous-phase chemistry. In the current study, high mass resolution (3000 to 4000 Th/Th$^{-1}$ in the relevant $m/z$ range in V-mode) and excellent detection sensitivity were achieved by employing an Aerodyne high-resolution time-of-flight chemical ionization mass spectrometer (Bertram et al., 2011). This technique is hereafter referred to as Aerosol ToF-CIMS. For all the experiments, the ToF-CIMS was operated in V-mode, and the data were analyzed using Tofwerk v. 2.2 on IGOR platform. To examine the accuracy of elemental assignment, we compared the oxygen-to-carbon (O/C) and hydrogen-to-carbon (H/C) ratios measured from the LG solution to the theoretical O/C and H/C of LG, and agreement was observed to be within 10%. More details on the data analysis are described elsewhere (Aljawhary et al. (2013) and references herein).

Our previous study has shown that Aerosol ToF-CIMS can be used to target different analyte types through the choice of reagent ion. Three reagent ions were employed in the current study: protonated water clusters ((H$_2$O)$_n$$^+$), iodide water clusters (I(H$_2$O)$_n$), and acetate (CH$_3$C(O)O$^-$). These reagent ions were generated by introducing water vapor, gas-phase CH$_3$I, and gas-phase acetic anhydride, respectively, through a Po$^{210}$ radioactive cell (NRD, P-2021). The detailed setup, ionization mechanisms, and sensitivity of each of these reagent ions for atmospherically relevant organic compounds have been summarized in Aljawhary et al. (2013), and are mentioned only briefly here. (H$_2$O)$_n$H$^+$ can detect organic compounds that have higher proton affinity (i.e., higher gas-phase basicity) than that of water clusters ((H$_2$O)$_n$). (H$_2$O)$_n$H$^+$ is employed in the kinetic study because it detects both LG and dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO), the kinetics reference compound (see next section). I(H$_2$O)$_n$$^-$ is employed as the primary reagent ion for studying reaction mechanisms because it is sensitive to a wide spectrum of oxygenated compounds that can form clusters with I$^-$, including LG and its reaction products (Lee et al., 2014; Aljawhary et al., 2013). CH$_3$C(O)O$^-$ is also employed to study the mechanism and to confirm the results from the I(H$_2$O)$_n$$^-$ experiments. CH$_3$C(O)O$^-$ abstracts a proton from compounds that exhibit higher gas-phase acidity than acetic acid and can selectively detect a variety of organic and inorganic acids. Occasionally, non-acidic species (e.g., LG) can also form clusters with CH$_3$C(O)O$^-$.

### 2.3 Mechanistic and kinetic studies

Investigation of the reaction mechanism focused on the identification of multiple generations of reaction products arising during photooxidation using the I(H$_2$O)$_n$ and CH$_3$C(O)O$^-$ reagent ions. The rate constant of LG reacting with OH radicals was determined using the relative rate method, where the decay of LG is related to that of DMSO, a reference compound with well-known OH reactivity (see Sect. 3.2). A fixed concentration (5 µM) of DMSO (Caledon Laboratory Chemicals, >99%) was added to the reaction solution prior to the initiation of photooxidation. The signals of LG and DMSO were monitored concurrently using Aerosol ToF-CIMS with (H$_2$O)$_n$H$^+$ as the reagent ion. The following relationship holds for the decay of LG and DMSO:

$$\ln \left( \frac{[\text{LG}]_t}{[\text{LG}]_0} \right) = \frac{k_{\text{LG}}}{k_{\text{DMSO}}} \times \ln \left( \frac{[\text{DMSO}]_t}{[\text{DMSO}]_0} \right),$$

where $[X]_t$ represents the signal of compound $X$ measured at time $t$, and $k_{\text{DMSO}}$ represents the second-order rate constant of $X$ reacting with OH radicals. The relationship in Eq. 1 indicates that plotting $\ln([\text{LG}]_0/[\text{LG}]_t)$ against $\ln([\text{DMSO}]_0/[\text{DMSO}]_t)$ should result in a linear plot, with the slope representing the ratio of the two rate constants.

The LG concentration used (10 to 30 µM) is expected to be similar to cloud water concentrations, assuming typical organic aerosol loading, LG mass fraction in organic aerosol, and complete scavenging by a typical cloud water liquid content. Although the H$_2$O$_2$ concentration used in the experiment is much higher than the ambient level, the steady-state concentration of OH was estimated to be approximately $2 \times 10^{-12}$M from the first-order decay rate of LG. This steady-state concentration of OH radicals is in the range relevant to cloud water (Jacob, 1986). We believe that the reaction mechanism investigated in the current study is representative for cloud processing given that similar reactant concentrations are used as those in cloud water.

### 2.4 Aerosol mass spectrometry (AMS) measurement

In some of the experiments, a fraction of the generated particles was also introduced into an Aerodyne compact time-of-flight (C-ToF) AMS (Canagaratna et al., 2007) after passing through a diffusion drier (Fig. 1). Previous work in our group has shown that the AMS enables in situ monitoring of aqueous-phase photooxidation by measuring non-refractory components in the atomized solution (Lee et al., 2011, 2012; Aljawhary et al., 2013). The time resolution of the AMS measurement was 1 min. The data were processed using the AMS data analysis software (Squirrel, version 1.51H for unit mass resolution data) with a corrected air fragment column of the standard fragmentation table (Allan et al., 2004).
3 Results and discussion

3.1 Reaction products and mechanism

Using the I(H$_2$O)$_2^-$ reagent ion, roughly 50 reaction products were detected as clusters with iodide, as described in the Supplement Table S1. The m/z of the products ranged between 173 Th and 351 Th (in the form of $I^-$ clusters). While Holmes and Petrucci (2006, 2007) observed significant degree of oligomerization with product m/z up to 1000 Th, oligomers of LG were not observed. The absence of oligomeric products might be due to (1) the initial concentration of LG being lower in the current study (higher concentrations can facilitate oligomerization, Lim et al., 2010) or (2) the Aerosol ToF-CIMS setup is not sensitive to oligomers.

In our previous study (Aljawhary et al., 2013), dimers of $\alpha$-pinene SOA components were detected from aqueous abstract using the same instrument hence oligomers are likely below the detection limit of the current study. That being said, we cannot rule out the possibility that oligomers and other low-volatility compounds have been lost to the wall of the volatilization line, if there are cold spots. Although the volatilization line is carefully wrapped by a heating tape thoroughly and evenly to minimize cold spots, the inner wall of the CIMS’s ion-molecular region can potentially be a cold spot because its temperature is lower. The current study focuses on the discussion of monomeric reaction products which are detected by the Aerosol ToF-CIMS with better sensitivity.

Overall, the observed products imply that two categories of reaction mechanisms occur in the reaction system simultaneously: functionalization and bond scission. Functionalization reactions modify the functional groups on the molecules but do not lead to cleavage of carbon–carbon bonds, while bond-scission reactions result in carbon–carbon bond breakage.

3.1.1 Functionalization – unique trends of +O and $-2H$

LG is detected at m/z 289 as a cluster with iodide (CH$_{10}$O$_3$I$^-$). As the LG signal decays, peaks that are a multiple of 16 Th apart from LG (i.e., at m/z 305, 321 and 337) formed rapidly one after another (Fig. 2a).

Their elemental compositions are different from each other by one oxygen particle, and this trend is herein referred to as the “+O” trend. Peaks that are a multiple of 2 Th apart from LG (i.e., m/z 287, 285, and 283) are also observed one after another (Fig. 2b). The elemental composition of these compounds is different by two hydrogen atoms from each other, and this trend is referred to as the “$-2H$” trend hereafter. Interestingly, the +O and the $-2H$ trends proceed simultaneously, forming a series of unique product patterns.

A mass defect plot (Hughey et al., 2001) of the major products detected with the I(H$_2$O)$_2^-$ reagent ion clearly illustrates the two trends occurring in the system (Fig. 3a). Mass defect diagrams plot mass defect (exact mass—nominal mass) against the exact mass of each compound. Since H atoms and O atoms have their own mass defects (+0.007825 for H and $-0.005085$ for O), compounds that are apart from each other by 2H line up on a slope of $7.77 \times 10^{-3}$ while compounds that are apart by an O line up on a slope of $-3.18 \times 10^{-4}$, as indicated by the dotted lines in Fig. 3a. The time at which each peak reached its maximum level is used to track the order of formation, and is presented by the color code. It can be clearly seen that multiple +O and $-2H$ trends develop in the reaction system during photooxidation (Fig. 3a). The maximum signal intensity reached by each peak is used as an indicator of the amount of formation and is represented by the area of the data points (in log scale). We note that different compounds exhibit different detection sensitivity to the reagent ion of choice. Aljawhary et al. (2013) have demonstrated that the I(H$_2$O)$_2^-$ reagent ion can detect oxygenated compounds with carbon numbers of three or more with a relatively constant detection sensitivity. We consider the signal intensity as a semi-quantitative presentation of the amount of each product.

The +O trend must arise from formation of hydroxyl or hydroperoxy functional groups because these are the only possible mechanisms leading to addition of oxygen without losing any hydrogen. Formation of these functional groups in the aqueous phase has been well studied (von Sonntag et al., 1997). The reaction is initiated by H-abstraction and formation of an alkylperoxy radical (RO$_2$). RO$_2$ can react with another RO$_2$ or a hydroperoxy radical (HO$_2$) to form a tetroxide intermediate which gives rise to a variety of products (Fig. 4, R1 to R3).

Among these reaction pathways, R1 gives rise to a hydroxyl functional group. When a tetroxide is formed between RO$_2$ and HO$_2$ radicals (R4), a hydroperoxy functional group can be generated in analogy to R3. The $-2H$ trend in LG photooxidation has been previously reported by Holmes and
Figure 3. The mass defect diagram of the major products detected using the iodide water cluster (I(H₂O)₅⁻) reagent ion (a). The color code indicates the time at which each compound reached its maximum signal intensity and the area of the circles represents the maximum signal intensity reached (in log scale). Compounds that did not reach their maxima during the first 300 min of illumination are shown in black. The +O and the −2H series fall on the slope indicated by the dotted lines. The region relevant to products arising from +O and −2H trends is presented in (b). The proposed structures of each product are shown beside the data points.

Figure 4. Sample reaction mechanisms that give rise to the +O and −2H trends. The tetroxide intermediate forming from two alkyperoxy radicals can result in a variety of products as shown in (R1) to (R3), among which (R1) can lead to formation of the hydroxyl functional group. A hydroperoxy functional group can be formed from RO₂⁺ + HO₂ (R4). The hydroxyl-to-carbonyl conversion shown in (R5) is likely responsible for the −2H trend. Alkoxy radicals trigger bond-scission reactions and give rise to an aldehydic compound (R6).

Petrucci (2007), likely arising from conversion of hydroxyl functional groups into carbonyl groups (Fig. 4, R5). When the initial H abstraction occurs from a carbon atom with an existing hydroxyl functional group, the subsequently formed peroxo radical leads to formation of a carbonyl group and releases a HO₂ molecule. This study demonstrates that this conversion can occur multiple times, eventually converting a polyl into a polycarbonyl compound. To confirm this reaction mechanism, we performed an experiment of aqueous-phase photooxidation of another polyl, erythritol, using the same experimental conditions. The same −2H trend was observed, consistent with the proposed reaction mechanism. We note that carbonyls can be also formed via the same mechanism leading to the formation of the hydroxyl functional group (i.e., R1 in Fig. 4). However, formation via this pathway would not lead to the observed −2H trend and is likely a minor formation pathway of carbonyls compared to R5.

The proposed structures of reaction products arising from the +O and −2H trends are included in Fig. 3b, which shows a magnified view of the relevant region on the mass defect plot. We note that the mass spectrometric technique employed in the current work does not allow us to unambiguously determine the chemical structures. For example, addition of one hydroperoxy functional group to a molecule yields the same chemical formula as compared with addition of two hydroxyl functional groups, and our technique cannot distinguish between these two mechanisms. Investigation of the formation hydroperoxides could be a direction for future study since hydroperoxides present a group of highly oxygenated compounds and may alter the reaction mechanism. Also, some bond-scission reactions can result in chemicals with the same elemental compositions (see next section). Furthermore, the order in which the hydroxyl groups are converted to carbonyls is difficult to ascertain. Bai et al. (2013) has demonstrated that H-abstraction at the middle hydroxyl group of LG is energetically favored.
3.1.2 Bond-scission reactions

Scission of C–C bonds is likely triggered by formation of alkoxy radicals via R2 (Fig. 4) from the tetroxide intermediate. Cleavage of one C–C bond gives rise to an aldehyde and an alkyl radical (R6, Fig. 4). Time series of selected major bond-scission products are shown in Fig. 5a, along with their elemental composition and proposed structures. As a general trend, products with five or six carbons (i.e., products v, vi, vii) form first, followed by those with smaller carbon numbers as photooxidation proceeds. Using the current mass spectrometric method, it is difficult to unambiguously determine the structure of these detected species. It is also not possible to completely rule out the possibility of the fragmentation of large ions in the mass spectrometer, contributing to peaks with smaller m/z. However, the distinct time profiles observed for most of the products imply that they are independent compounds. The proposed structures have been estimated from a series of reaction mechanisms shown in the Supplement Fig. S1. The proposed mechanisms have been constructed based on widely accepted reaction mechanisms, and the sequence of product formation is consistent with the observed time series. The LG photooxidation reaction system is highly complicated, as demonstrated by the proposed mechanisms. Multiple reaction pathways can likely lead to the same product, and one chemical formula may constitute multiple compounds with varying structures. For this reason, the current work is not intended to determine the complete reaction mechanism but rather to elucidate the general trend of reactions by monitoring major products detected.

We propose that bond scission may not immediately lead to compounds with fewer carbon numbers in the case of LG photooxidation. This is because LG contains ring structures, and bond scission can likely lead to ring cleavage before molecule fragmentation. Formation of product vii (Fig. 5a) presents one such example. This bond-scission product has a larger molecular weight compared to LG. However, product vii overlaps with one of the proposed products in the +O and −2H series (see previous sections), making it difficult to elucidate its magnitude of formation. In a study of heterogeneous oxidation of LG and erythritol, Kessler et al. (2010) observed that the mass loss during LG photooxidation was slower than that from erythritol and also proposed that ring cleavage in the LG system delayed molecule fragmentation. We suspect that this delay might be due to formation of compounds such as product vii.

Formation of small organic acids with carbon numbers equal to or less than two are also observed as later generation products (Fig. 5b), confirmed by both the $\text{I}^+$(H$_2$O)$_n^−$ and the CH$_3$C(O)O$^−$ reagent ion experiments. It is difficult to constrain the explicit formation mechanisms of these small organic acids because they are likely formed from further photooxidation of the many intermediate compounds discussed above. For example, it is well known that glyoxal, which is expected to form as a bond-scission product, forms glyoxylic acid, formic acid, and oxalic acid (Lim et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2011; Zhao et al., 2012). In particular, oxalic acid exhibited continuous formation until the end of the photooxidation (Fig. 5b). This observation agrees with the fact that oxalic acid is relatively unreactive with OH radicals and presents a relatively long-lived reservoir of organic carbon in...
the aqueous phase. We consider the small organic acids as the final carbon reservoir before they either volatilize from the aqueous phase or are eventually oxidized to CO₂.

### 3.1.3 Obtaining functional group information from the Aerosol ToF-CIMS

As a general trend within the LG system, we hypothesize that a series of compounds containing multiple carbonyl functional groups may form as reaction intermediates and then are subsequently oxidized to carboxylic acids. Carbonyl functional groups have likely arisen from (1) the hydroxyl-to-carbonyl conversion mechanism mentioned in the previous section and (2) bond scission of an alkoxy radical yielding an aldehyde functional group (R6, Fig. 4). Rapid formation of carboxylic acids from aldehydes in the aqueous phase has been well documented (Schuchmann and von Sonntag, 1988; Lim et al., 2010; Zhao et al., 2012). This is a mechanism unique to the aqueous phase because it is initiated by hydration of an aldehyde or an acyl radical (Scheme 4, Supplement Fig. S1).

Although the Aerosol ToF-CIMS is a powerful tool to elucidate elemental composition, its ability to reveal functional group information is limited. Here, we present an analysis framework employing two molecular properties, double bond equivalence (DBE) (Bateman et al., 2011) and oxidation state (OSc) (Kroll et al., 2011), which are calculated by Eqs. (2 and 3):

\[
\text{DBE} = \frac{\#C - \frac{\#H}{2}}{1},
\]

\[
\text{OS}_c = 2 \times \frac{O/C - H/C}{},
\]

where \#C and \#H represent the numbers of carbon and hydrogen atoms contained in each product molecule while O/C and H/C represent the oxygen-to-carbon and hydrogen-to-carbon ratios of each product, respectively. These parameters are readily available from the high mass resolution analysis of the Aerosol ToF-CIMS. The intensity-weighted average of DBE and OSc from the 50 products monitored by the \( {\text{I(H}_2\text{O)}^+} \) reagent ion (Table S1) are displayed in Fig. 6. While OSc exhibited continuous increase throughout the entire photooxidation experiment, DBE exhibited an increase at the beginning but a decrease in the later half of the experiment. An increase in DBE can be attributed to formation of (1) carbon–carbon double/triple bonds, (2) ring structures, or (3) carbon–oxygen double bonds (i.e., C=O in carbonyl or carboxylic acid). Under an oxidative environment, formation of (1) and (2) is unlikely. Therefore, we conclude that the initial increase of DBE is due to formation of C=O functional groups in the solution. The later decrease of DBE is due to molecule fragmentation, making compounds with smaller \#C dominate in the later stages of the photooxidation. To compensate this fragmentation effect, we introduce a novel molecular property, DBE-to-carbon ratio (DBE/#C), which represents the average number of DBE associated with each carbon. The intensity-weighted average DBE/#C exhibited continuous increase (Fig. 6), approaching 1 by the end of the photooxidation experiment. Note that the theoretical maximum value of DBE/#C is 1. This observation indicates that a C=O double bond is associated with almost every carbon by the end of photooxidation.

Although DBE/#C alone cannot distinguish between C=O bonds in carbonyl and carboxylic acid functional groups, plotting OSc against DBE/#C provides another dimension to the data analysis. This approach takes advantage of the fact that conversion of a carbonyl (i.e., aldehyde) to a carboxylic acid involves increase in the molecular OSc, but the DBE/#C remains the same. OSc is chosen instead of O/C here because O/C is affected by non-oxidative processes, such as hydration of aldehydes, while OSc is not (Kroll et al., 2011). The trajectory of intensity-weighted average OSc vs. DBE/#C is shown in Fig. 7, color coded by the illumination time. During the first 150 min of illumination, both OSc and DBE/#C increase rapidly, leading to a dramatic and linear movement on the plot with a slope of 3. From 150 to 300 min of irradiation, the increases of OSc and DBE/#C are both slowing, but with OSc increasing faster, leading to a slope of 4.3. During the last 150 min of irradiation, DBE/#C stays almost constant at 0.82, close to its theoretical maximum, while OSc still exhibited slow but continuous increase. The slope during this time period is 9.

This observation is interpreted as observational evidence of polycarbonyl intermediates rapidly forming in the solution during the early stages of photooxidation, giving rise to rapid increase in both DBE/#C and OSc. As the illumination reaches 4 h, the average DBE/#C reaches 0.8, indicating the abundance of C=O functional group at this moment. At the final stages of photooxidation, aldehyde-to-carboxylic acid conversion becomes dominant, leading to a greater increase in OSc relative to DBE/#C. In addition to the intensity-averaged trajectory, we also added representative compounds and major products detected during the photooxidation on the OSc vs. DBE/#C plain (Fig. 7).
Acid formation

As can be seen from the discussion thus far, the reaction mechanisms of the aqueous-phase LG photooxidation by OH is highly complicated. Figure 8 provides a simplified overview of the mechanisms discussed in the current study. Oxidized by OH, a LG molecule can likely undergo one of the following reaction pathways: (1) formation of a hydroxyl or hydroperoxyl functional group, (2) conversion of a hydroxyl group into a carbonyl group, and (3) bond-scission reactions to form products with reduced carbon number. Among these three pathways, (1) and (2) present functionalization reactions, and consecutive occurrence of these two pathways has likely given rise to the observed +O and −2H trends. In fact, each product formed also has the opportunity to undergo one of the three reaction pathways mentioned above, forming a complicated reaction system illustrated by the dashed arrows in Fig. 8. We propose that multiple OH oxidation eventually lead to a group of polycarboxyl intermediates that exhibit high DBE/#C values. Further oxidation has likely lead to formation of small organic acids, presenting the last organic carbon reservoir in the aqueous solution.

3.2 Kinetic study

As mentioned in the experimental section, the kinetics of LG photooxidation was investigated under atmospherically relevant conditions, using DMSO as a reference compound. Both LG and DMSO decayed rapidly as soon as photooxidation was initiated. Typically, with 0.5 mM H₂O₂ in solution and over 30 min of illumination, LG decayed to 70% of its starting value while DMSO decayed by approximately 80% (Fig. 9a). Data were plotted in the form of Eq. (1), as illustrated in Fig. 9b for one run. Five experiments were performed to determine k̄₉₂O₂ (Table 1) where the value of k̄₉₂O₂ = 5.6 × 10⁻³ M⁻¹ s⁻¹, was taken to be the average of literature values (4.5 × 10⁻³ to 6.9 × 10⁻³ M⁻¹ s⁻¹; Milhe et al., 1989; Bardouki et al., 2002; Zhu et al., 2003). The concentration of H₂O₂ was varied between 0.5 and 1.5 M, but this variation did not affect the k̄₉₂O₂ value obtained, consistent with the assumption that the concentration of OH is not of relevance to the relative rate method. The reproducibility of our experiments was excellent, and we report a value of 1.08 ± 0.16 × 10⁻³ M⁻¹ s⁻¹, where the uncertainty reflects the standard deviation of the slope in the relative kinetic plot.

Hoffmann et al. (2010) have previously reported 2.4 ± 0.3 × 10⁻³ M⁻¹ s⁻¹ at 298 K while Teraji and Arakaki (2010) have measured 1.6 ± 0.3 × 10⁻³ M⁻¹ s⁻¹ at 303 K, pH 8. Although the k̄₉₂O₂ value obtained from the current work is lower than previously reported, the agreement is reasonable considering the different methods employed. Hoffmann et al. (2010) used an excess amount of LG and monitored...
pseudo first-order decay of OH radicals. Teraji and Arakaki (2010) also used an excess amount of LG, and calculated $k_{\text{II}_{\text{LG}}}$ from the observed formation rate of a probe compound. This study is the first relative rate measurement, using direct measurement of LG.

The slower reaction rate observed in the current work can potentially be due to LG desorbing from the wall of the volatilization line, delaying the decay monitored by the CIMS. LG exhibits substantially lower volatility than DMSO, hence more interaction can be expected between the wall and the LG compared to DMSO. If the decay of LG has been delayed relative to DMSO due to wall desorption, the results from the relative kinetic method may be biased. In fact, the diffusion limited rate constant of LG oxidation by OH radicals in the aqueous phase is estimated by us to be $1.9 \times 10^9 \text{M}^{-1} \text{s}^{-1}$ (see Supplement Appendix S1 for detailed calculations). The results from the two previous studies are closer to this estimated value, and we consider our result a lower limit of the reaction kinetics.

3.3 Comparison with AMS data

Decay of LG was accompanied by a decay of $f_{60}$ monitored by the AMS (Fig. 10a). The decay rate of $f_{60}$ appears slower than that of LG, perhaps due to the fact that compounds other than LG can also give rise to $f_{60}$ in AMS. A simultaneous increase in $f_{44}$ was also observed, indicating formation of oxygenated compounds such as organic acids, consistent with the proposed mechanisms mentioned above. The trend of decreasing $f_{60}$ and increasing $f_{44}$ closely resembles that from field measurements of BB particles and heterogeneous oxidation of BB particles in the laboratory (Cubison et al., 2011; Ortega et al., 2013). Cubison et al. (2011) have demonstrated that the ratio of $f_{44}$ to $f_{60}$ changes in a non-linear manner, approaching a background level of $f_{60}$ at 0.003, as the photochemical age of the BB air mass increases. Figure 10b demonstrates this trend from the compiled field data in Cubison et al. (2011). Overlayed on this plot is the $f_{44}$ to $f_{60}$ trajectory obtained from the current work, color coded...
by the illumination time, which correlates nicely with field observations. This agreement is somewhat surprising given that the only reactive precursor is LG whereas BB particles in the environment contain a complex mixture of organic compounds. Oxidation of this complex and condensation of gas-phase organic acids could also contribute to an increase in f/44. Nevertheless, the current work indicates that aqueous-phase photooxidation can qualitatively lead to similar observations as in the field, contributing to BB particle aging that arises from other mechanisms such as heterogeneous and gas-phase photooxidation.

4 Conclusions and environmental implications

This study presents the first detailed study of levoglucosan (LG) oxidation by OH radicals in the aqueous phase by online mass spectrometry: aerosol time-of-flight chemical ionization mass spectrometry (Aerosol ToF-CIMS). Being a soft ionization mass spectrometric technique, Aerosol ToF-CIMS is extremely useful in elucidating the elemental composition of the reaction products, which sheds light on fundamental chemistry of aqueous-phase photooxidation. This type of analysis is difficult to perform using hard ionization mass spectrometry.

Functionalization and bond-scission reactions occurred simultaneously in the reaction system. While bond-scission reactions contributed to formation of smaller organic compounds, functionalization reactions gave rise to distinct trends of “+O” and “–2H” on mass defect plots. We propose that these trends arose from formation of hydroxyl and/or hydroperoxyl functional groups and conversion of hydroxyl to carbonyl functional groups, respectively. As a result, a compound with multiple hydroxyl functional groups, such as LG, can rapidly yield polycarbonyl intermediates, representing a general reaction mechanism for polyols.

The current study introduces DBE-to-carbon ratio (DBE/#C) as a novel analysis framework for high-resolution mass spectrometric data. It is particularly useful in photooxidation because DBE is most likely arising from formation of C=O in carbonyl and carboxylic acids. The degree of polycarbonyl formation was observed to be extensive, leading to the average DBE/#C reaching 1 at the end of the photooxidation. As photooxidation proceeds further, these polycarbonyl intermediates are converted into carboxylic acids, as is inferred from a OS−-to-DBE/#C plot. This framework can be applied to other soft ionization mass spectrometric techniques with high mass resolution, providing functional group information.

From the kinetic experiments, the rate constant of LG reacting with OH radical was determined to be 1.08 ± 0.16 × 109 M⁻¹ s⁻¹, indicating that LG loss due to aqueous-phase photooxidation can be significant, with a significant portion of LG lost during a typical lifetime of BB particles. This loss rate should be taken into account when LG is applied as a BB marker in chemical mass balance receptor models.

Using the AMS, simultaneous decay of f/60 and increase in f/44 were observed during LG aqueous oxidation, yielding behavior similar to that observed from field measurements. This observation qualitatively indicates that aqueous-phase photooxidation may be partially contributing to the observed decay of LG in the field and observed aging of BB particles.

The Supplement related to this article is available online at doi:10.5194/acp-14-9695-2014-supplement.
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